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TOLL OF DEATH'S STRIKERS

"AGENT NOT SO

"IF"

BY
CARRANZA

TEUTONS LUES WEAKENED AT
CENTER

BY WITHDRAWAL OF

TROOPS TO AID RIGHT

Hi

The great battle for possession of the strip of coast running
along the North so a from Ostend to Calais is said by the French to
be swinging slowly in favor of the allied forces.
The assaults of countless German troops, which apparently at- tained the height of human effort, were matched with equal courage
and ferocity, and today the offensive efforts of the Germans were
said to be relaxing.
For the third successive day the French official statement assert- ed the advantage lay with "the allies. It is notable, however,, that
French claims in each instance have been vague and bare of details
as to the capture of towns or localities which may be set down in
maps as marking a definite advance at any point.
are reported at various sec- "Progress," "advances" or
Hons of the line not closely indicated. From unofficial reports from
the front it is inferred that in the main the conflict is raging along
practically the same line as heretofore and that the deadlock has
not been broken,
London reports unofficially that the fiercest German attack has
been diverted from the sea coast slightly to the south in the line be- tween Divmude and Ypres. This may possibly be explained by the
report that the British fleet off the coast, said to have been
driven off for a time by German artillery, has resumed its bom- bardment with telling effect on the Germans. Eastward along the
main course 'of battle, where complete calm has existed several
weeks, there are indications that heavy action has begun.
In today's statement the French said the Germans attempted at- tacks, which, it is said, were repulsed.
The conflict la Galicia still is undecided. Both French and Rus- sians assert that the offensive action against the Germans is being
pursued successfully in the fighting zone near Warsaw. It is report- ed unofficially from Petrograd, however, that the Russians have not
succeeded in pushing the advantaage along their left and center as
far as they had hooed. An unusually early winter threatened untold
hardships on the invading Germans, and the disastrous experiences
of Napoleon in his marches on Moscow are recalled by the heavy
blizzards that are raging in western Russia.
The rebellion in South Africa, led by Christian De Wet, the op- ponent of Lord Kitchener in the Boer war, and General Beyers, for- mer commander of the military forces of the Union of South Africa,
presents a new menace to Great Britain which causes no little con- cern. No word had come up to early afternoon to indicate wh.etb.vr
this new revolt had assumed formidable proportions. Coming so quick- ly after the suppression of the uprising under Colonel Maritz it
seemed to indicate that England was facing a serious problem in

"

her

-

hard-wo- n

colonies.

The main assault on Tsing Tau has again been prepared by the
Japanese; Tokio reports that the attack on the German fortress had
been delayed by storms, but that the .preliminary bombardment was
proceeding from land and sea, causing1 much damage to the German
forts. "
' Another exploit of the famous German cruiser Emden is the
sinking of a Japanese steamer .which was proceeding to Singapore.
This latest achievement of the Emden apparently disposes of the re-port from Bombay last week that the trade routes In the Indian
ocean were opened and that the Emden had been accounted for.
'
Another ship has been held by the British. The Kroonland from
New York for Naples with a cargo of copper, was detained at Gib-raltar by the British authorities.

London, Oct. 28. The battle which
all the world is watching still sways
back and forth in the little district of
west Flanders, where the allied forces
are struggling to check the German
advance to Calais, but ripples of war
news are noted in widely separated
points.
Frist comes the new rebellion in
South Africa, where the Boer leaders,
Christian deWet ana General Beyers,
rinrrly in command of ,the military
rt of the t'nion of South Africa,

have taken the field against the union
government on the heels of the cheek-in.r of the rebellious movement under
Colonel Maritz. An event perhaps second in potential importance is the reported German Invasion of Angola, the Portu-gufes- e
colony in West Africa. ,
Thirdly, the unrest in Albania seems
to be growing.
While the Germans are making
their supreme effort, in West Flanders,
the allies have been quick to press

the advantages offered at other points
on the line by the removal of German
troops to the German right wing. This
probably accounts for the progress
claimed by the .allies near Soissons,
au! at Berry auJbac in the center and
to the east of Nancy, where the Germans, according to the French official
t'.rnouncement, have been driven
across the frontier. From all these
points, it is understood, the Germans
took men and flung them into
BeJ-giu-

The crown prince of Bavaria is said
now to be In command of the German forces on the Ypres, and it i3
reported that he has been wounded.
The weather promises soon to play
an important part in the campaign
in the eastern arena of the war. The
riexrous Russian winter is said already to have set in between Moscow
and Warsaw, and snow covers the
grcund near Minsk.
The "Bloody Massacre"
The "Bloody Massacre," as it i described by those on the spot, among
the sand dunes and the canals of
Flanders, show as yet few signs of
slackening. The valor of the German
attack has been persistently countered by equal valor from the steady
ranks before them. ' Apparently no
quarter is being asked or given in
this battle on the western front and
the land over which it is being waged
resembles a shambles.
Y6er Crossed Seven Times
Seven times the Germans have
the Yser. Each
crossed and
t'rne they succeeded in gaining the
lett bank but found they were in a
death trap commanded by the guns
of the defenders, immovably intrenched behind the railroad embankment
running more or less parallel to the
Yser and completely barring their
progress.
Some German forces, according to
the latest reports in London,- - succeeded in finding shelter enough anions
the sand hillocks to enable them to
retain a footing between the Yser and
the road running from Dlxmude to
Nir uport, but this number, up to the
present time, has been insufficient to
dislodge the allies. German reinforcements are still ' rolling up, and the
efforts to break through tlw line show
no sign of cessation. Nor is it
that they will until the exhausted masses of men reach the limit
of their endurance.
It is impossible for observers in
London to deduce from the German
official communications the German
opinion of events in this arena of the
war; From the point of view of the
allies, the French announcements of
satisfactory progress between Ypres
and Dixmude are considered satisfactory as foreshadowing a possible
threatening of the war of the German forces nearest the coast.
More Favorable News
Another piece of favorable news,
from the standpoint of the allies,
comes from the Argonne and the region of the barrier fortresses. This
reports French penetration of territory hitherto held by the Invaders and
is taken to indicate the possibility
that the German left has been so
weakened by rushing forces to support
the operations on the coast that the
French right wing has been afforded
an opening for a profitable offensive
movement,' which may have an echo on
tha seaboard.
The opinion Is expressed by British
military observers that, the present

WILL RETIRE TO
LIFE IF VILLA DOES
THE SAME
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FiFTY INSTEAD OF 100 MEN PERISHED IN THE ROYALTON
MINE HORROR

THEY REQUEST HIM TO CLOSE
DOWN THE COLORADO COAL
MINES

uk'Sb of tactics cannot, as was the
AIR
WAS
REVERSED
cast- in a number of previous battles ZAPATA, TCO. MUST BE 0000 THE
of the campaign, fade away into another phase without some result which THESE CONDITIONS
ARE SUB- THIS SAVED
MEN
IN
LOWER
wili give marked success to one side
MITTED TO THE MEXICAN
WORKINGS BUT KILLED OTHor the other.
PEACE CONVENTION
ERS NEAR ENTRANCE

If the Germans are sending fresh
masses of men to jhe fighting zone,
ths allies probably are equal numer
There
ically, with their opponents.
are still many thousands of French
and British troops who have not yet
brer, in action, although the latter are
on this side of the channel.
Belgians are Active
The Belgian government has been
stirred to greater activity by the comment that there are large numbers of
young and physically able Belgians
enjoying life in England, when their
proper place, it is contended, is in the
ranks of their own army. A call now
has been issued by the Belgian government summoning all efficients between the ages of ,Tg and 30 to enlist
for the duration of the war and announcing that after November 15 all
bachelors are to be automatically en-r- r
lied. Simultaneously, It is declared
here, the British government has repented of its recent instructions forbidding the capture of reservists of
the enemy oil neutral vessels and has
withdrawn this order. The public
welcomes this change of front, as It Is
opposed to giving facilities to the
flood of German and Austrian reservists to join their colors and thus neutralize the fresh troops the allies are
able to send into the field.
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Washington, Oct 28. The Ameri
can government was officially notified
by the minister of foreign relations
at Mexico City that General Carranza
had submitted his resignation to the
national convention at Aguas Call- en tea on the condition that Generals
Villa and Zapata resign their posts
in the constitutionalist army and re
tire to private life.
General CamnzS's action? it was
stated, was taken purely in the In
terest of democratic peace. No word
was received or what action was
taken by the convention. Opinions
varied in official circles as to whether either Villa or, Zapata would give
such assurances, although the northern chief had repeatedly stated to
American consular-agentthat he had
no desire to be president of. Mexico,
for which bis name has been mentions

ed.

,

The text of the communication is:
"During the day of yesterday the
German attacks in all the region between Nieuport and the Arras were
less violent. Our positions were everywhere maintained, and we continued to advance to the north and to
the east of Ypres. We also made some
progress between Cambrin, to the
southwest of LaBassee, and Arras.
Losses Are Heavy
"Further information continues to
confirm previous reports. Losses in
dead, wounded and prisoners have
been considerable in the northern re-

Royalton,
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Oct
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STRIKE CALLS UPON
THE PRESIDENT

OUT WANT FEDERAL TROOPS

PROVISIONAL
PRESIDENT MAY BF.CAUSE RESCUED BODIES WERE
BE VOTED DOWN BY OP-- ,
CHARRED, CONFLAGRATION
POSING FACTIONS
WAS REPORTED

German Attack Less Strong
Paris, Oct. 28. The French official
announcement issued this afternoon
says that yesterday the German attacks between Nieuport and Arras
were less violent. The French positions everywhere were maintained
and French forces, continued to advance to the north and the east of
Ypres.
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MINERS SAY GUN
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WILL RULE IF SOLDIERS ARE
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The death

Washington,

Oc.

28.

President

roll in the disaster at the mine of Wilson was asked
today by "Mother"'
the Franklin Coal and Coke company Jones, the mine strike
leader, and
near here yesterday was laced at BO James Lord, of the
of
department
at noon today, after all but three men mines of the American Federation cf
who had entered the mine before the Labor to close down the Colorar:
explosion had been accounted for. For eoai mines if the operators contliii; :
bodies had been recovered !to refuse the federal plan of media
at noon and it is thought that the tion, already accepted by the miner ;
three missing men still are in the
not
They also asked the

president
,
ire.
to withdraw federal troops until son:"
It was developed today that most of solution of the labor trouble had bent
the deaths were due to the re- found.
versal of air In the shaft as soon as
The president listened atfenllveh'
the exlosion occurred. On the other and said he was earnestly looking
hand, mine officials state that trie re- for a solution. He Is said to be doubt
versal of air also prevented a much ful of his authority to close the mines.
heavier loss of life in that it drew the but was told that in the opinion of
after damp out of the lower workings the labor leaders he has the author- where many of the workmen had be-- llty to do so.
Lord told the president that the em
gun to scatter when the explosion occurred.
ployes of the operators were being
The reversal of the air fan drew mustered into the state militia an
the poisonous gases into the airshaft, that fighting would follow if federal
thereby causing the death of the men troops were taken out
who had not gone far into the work"Mother" Jones described condiings and who rushed to the air shaf, tions in the coal fields. and told th
for safety. At the same time, a fresh president that, women and children
supply of air swept into the main have been brutally treated and that
shaft through which the men had en - .the state officials were unable to copetered the mine, to fill the 'vacuum with the situation. President Gom- -,
created by the withdrawal of the gas jperB of the federation was at 1h
laden air in the workings. This fresh iWhite House when, "Mother" Jones
fresh air was then, drawn up the 'and Lord called, but he did not see
,,
Mr. Wilson.
shaft.
,,i
.511

It is believed' there would be less
difficulty In adjustrng the situation
with respect to Villa than as to Za-- j
pata. The latter has insisted, since
Huerta abdicated, that he be permitted to share the executive power with
Carranza, His representatives at the
convention say they have an understanding with Villa, It was clear
from official reports that Villa's followers were in control of the convention and .now would rely on the sup
port of; the Zapata delegates so thati
No Fire In Mine
AMERICAN SHIP HELD
the answer of the convention would
It developed today that there was no
be tantamout to a reply from the ZapWashington, Oct. 28. The American,
fire in the mine and that the reorts fchip Kroonland from New
ata-Villa
coalition.
York, bound
of fire started from the fact that sev- - for
and Greece with a cargi
Naples
eral of the bodies recovered soon af- - Lj copper hM been (letained at GibraJ.
'
QUARREL MADE UP
ter the explosion were charred. The tar ;by BrltigU
autllor,tleS( accordill
Into the disaster ' will be held t0 a
inouest
28.
to the 8tate department
Col.
Oct.
Washington,
George
av frnm impriMn pnnfini snramn.
Harvey called upon President Wilson Ilate today.
Inquiry among survivors of the ex- - j ConBul Spra?ue did not report th&
at the White House today for the second time within a month. With Fred plosion today developed that imme- reagon for thft detenUon of the Kroon.
the
the
after
gas
explosion
dkately
land
ajJ copper is llsted by the
Lynch, democratic national committeeman from Minnesota, he discussed men operating the air shaft reversed ;Br5tish foreign offlce a3 condiHoua
the political situation nnd told the the air, hoping thereby to draw the contrabana it ,s aS8Umed that th
from the mine. This, Btmsh
president that in his opiulon the out- poisonous gases
g0vernment.8 attUuda wW l
look for democratic victory was ex- said James Brown, the mine manager, !B!miar t0
)n fhQ
pf
may have caused the death of some lAmerlcaa 8hIp- whJch carri(Hl cwwr
cellent
near
to
were
entrance
men
who
the
Colonel Harvey revealed after havt Hol3anil la liat case whcnt
the shaft, but it saved the lives of mich
govemment gave assuraCf
ing the White House that while he
never agreed with the president's many more.
coppeP caT&ies would not be re- jthat
James D. Brown, mine manager, to
ghJpped from Hoand
the Bl,fUt
policy of not recognizing Huerta In
said that he gave the order to 'government
day
events
wlthdrw l(s cbj(lct!mi.
Mexico, he thought subsequent
reverse the air. He was walking from
had made the president's
program
t
the engine room to
when
WILL PROBE PRISON
work out very well.
the
occurred.
He shouted
explosion
New York, Oct. 28. A sweeping inColonel Harvey has talked with
to the ensinscr to reverse the air vestigation of affairs at
Sing Sins
Henry Watterson since the latter's fan. Brown's
story follows:
on
prison will be begun tomorrow br
the president recently, and it
call
"The men had gone down and 1 Stephen C. Baldwin, appointed vestor- unwas said that all the
most of them had gone far from day by Governor
knew
Glynn as a epetlat
pleasantness had been cut out.
the shaft. The reversing of the fan
Mr.
Baldwin announce.!
instigator.
forced fresh air down the main shaft 'today that the
Investigation will
to the men. A cage was at the top held in
SWITZERLAND
IS ANGRY
Brooklyn,
and I jumped into it. and went to- thel
A
2S.
Oct.
News
Havas
Faris,
bottom!,
WINSLOW'S
LAST TRIP
agency dispatch from Belfort says
"I found 75 men near the shaft who
'I I'.
New
oik, Ot t r
ol
that a German aeroplane which flew did not know the air had been revere Admiral Herbert Winptow, V
jfcear
over the fortress of Belfort on Friday ea ana were
starting toward the air;j., retired who i1'- 1 lu
and into Switzerland, dropped a bomb
I turned them back and theyjlialv. on September 24.
rr"U(iii
which fell in Swiss territory. Much were all saved. The hoist cages w. re, York t. Iiv
li 1 t - f
irritation against Germany, it is addt
i t f'f
i
.Csrr
j
ed, was caused bv the incident.
(Continued on pare Four
!u :..-- . n

t.

rert

gion.

"On the right bank of the Aisne the
Germans attempted at night a very
violent Offensive movement in the region of Craconne, On the heights of
the Highway dea Dames they have
been repulsed.
"In the Woevre district our troops
have continued their advance in the
forests between Apremont and St.
Mihiel, as well as in the forest of
Lepretre.
"Russia To the south of Warsaw
the fighting extends from Rawa to the
junction of the River Ilza with the
"Vistula on a front 100 kilometers (62
miles) long. In the region to the
northeast of Rawa the Russians have
inflicted heavy losses on the Germans. There has been furious fight- in in the forests between Kozienlca
and Radom.
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Precinct No. 15, Laa Manuelitas,
Los Alamos-Sch- ool
26,
House.
postofflce, Sapello Benigno Sandoval,
Precinct. No. 27, San Pablo House Modesto Padilla, Geraldo Trujlllo.
United States.
,
Precinct No. 16, Union, postofflce,
One member of the State Corporation of Jose Darlo Atenclo.
Precinct No. 28, Chavez House of Chapelle Crestino Garduno, GuadaluCommission.
Laa VcajfLoadintStoto
pe Trujlllo, Santiago Trujlllo.
Three members of the State House of George Chavez.
Vegas-C- ity
No.
Las
Precinct
East
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio,
29,
FREE THOUGHT SOCIETY FLAYS
Representatives to be elected from
Hall.
ENDEAVORERS AND CHRISLas Vegas Eduaro Lucero,
said county for the Second State
ManueliNo.
Canon
de.
Precinct
30,
MINISTERS
TIAN
Martinez, N. S. Belden.
South
SidoPlaja,
Legislature.
EstaUiskod 186t
House of Frollan Alires.
No. 18, MIshawaka,
tas
Frecinct
One memDer of the State House of
C. D. Black, David
House
28.
Puerteclto
Mishawaka
No.
Rev.
31,
Precinct
N.
Oct.
M.,
Albuquerque,
Representatives to be elected from
Hartman.
John
A. C. Foreman,
of Nestor Grlego.
associate pastor of
Newcomer,
said count jointly with the County
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo House
Precinct No. 19, McKinley, postoftho First Presbyterian church, comof Guadalupe,
!of Placldo Ribera.
flce,
Chaperito HIglnio Lucero, Fer-mi- n
plained to the police today of a sticker
and to vote for or against the adopLos
No.
33,
on
Frecinct
the church
Vigiles
which somebody pasted
Baca, Isabel Garcia.
tion of three amendments to the State
soNo. 20, San Juan, postofSchool
House.
Precinct
Endeavor
the
Christian
attacking
Constitution, which have been by the
No. 34, San Isldro House flce, San Jose Ellas Lucero, Lucas
Precinct
ciety, preachers and church workers
legislature submitted to the people,
of Tomas Gonzales.
Maes, Luis Ulron.
generally. A number of the stickers
each amendment to be voted upon
Galllna3
No.
One
Precinct
35,
Las
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorado, s
the
been
about
One
have
city.
season.
pasted
out
this
combinations
brought
is one of the most pleasing
said amendments being res
House.
School
a
of
in
front
affixed
to a column
is
postofflce, LeybaFrancisco C. Ortiz,
particular set has the short neck p ere trimmed with fitch fur, while the
j
pectively,
Blanco
No.
Penasco
Precinct
36,
a
saloon
Isabel Leyba, Mariano Salazar.
avenue
in
Central
conspicua
set
very
in, making
muff has full fitch skin, with head, paws, and tall,
To amend Sec. 2 of Article 10 of the
of Nazario Quintana.
House
Precinct No. 22, Sablnoso, postofflce,
TABLETS
ous
CATHARTIC
DuriFOLEY
$32.50.
at
place.
sell
These
furs
combination.
and
rich
regularly
State Constitution.
pleasing
House
one
Cerritc
No.
El
Sanchez
Precinct
37,
Coast
"Pacific
when
Alejandro Rodarte, Jose Igtimes
screed
The
is
There
are,
many
signed
To amend Article 8 of the State Conng- this fur sale at
naclo Lujan, Juan Lorenzo Torres.
of Epitacio Quintana.
Fiee Thought Society," and the fol- man questions another's actions and
stitution.
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres House
Precinct No. 23, San Jose, postofflce,
lowing extracts give a fair idea of it: motives. Men act differently under To amend Sec. 1 of Article 5 of the
of Jose Gabriel Montano.
San Jose Guadalupe Segura, Miguel
The ques"In the spring of 1912 was held In different circumstances.
State Constitution,
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito House A. Duran, Cleofes Segura.
Los Angeles, Calif., a convention of tion is, what would you do right now the said
proposed amendments havof
Precinct No. 24, La Llendre,
SIplo Salas.
Christian Endeavor. And if you had a severe cold? Could you
ing been by the secretary of state
No. 40, Bernal House of
Precinct
La Llendre Jose L. Ramirez,
of
the
to
Chamberlain's
a
than
do
better
here
is
take
the
great
many
way
or
a
in
newscaused to be puhlished in full
Posribly yon have a muff
recomRasillo
EndeavorLorenzo
Griego.
while
Is
It
Tapia, Ricardo Urioste.
highly
Cough Remedy?
delegates performed
scarf that you wish to match. We
papers throughout the state as ree
No. 41, Canon
Precinct
No. 25, Pena Blanca,
used
it
who
Largo
Precinct
have
mended
to
Christianize,
by
people
ing
have a large variety of muffs and
quired by the said constitution.
o
Benerlto
House.
School
Duran,
Mrs.
value.
Roclada
its
"192 delegates, men and women, for years and know
Notice Is further given that tho
scarfs in Jap Mink, Black Coney,
Precinct No. 42, Romerovllle
were arrested for drunkeness; 27 del- O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham- names of the candidate for each of
Ramirez, Canuto Martinez.
Isabella
Marmot, Sable Squirrel,
House of Jose Ignaclo Montoya.
No. 26, Los Alamos, postSix hun- berlain's Cough Remedy, is worth its
Precinct
theft
and
for
robbery.
egates
the
and
their postofflce
said offices
Fox, etc. We may have juat
San
No.
Alamos Cruz Gallegos,
43,
in
Precinct
I
offlce
Agustln
Los
take
them
in
and
of
pleasure
many
dred
the
of
gold
delegates,
weight
respectively, are as follows:
piece you want at
Garcia.
Lorenzo
Juan Maria Abey-tiof
N.
House
Jose
Gallegos,
preachers, registered with women as recommending it." For sale by all
For Representative In Congress
No.
Frios
44,
OJItos
Precinct
Adv
not
were
such,
dealers.
their wives when they
1-- 3
Republican Candidate, Benigno C. House of Nestor Montano.
o
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo, postofsome being innocent girls who had
Hernandez, Tierra Amarilla, New MexPrecinct No. 45,
INDIAN KILLS SELF
Cherryvale
flce, Mineral Hill Juan Antonio Atennever before made a trip away from
ico.
School House.
clo. Lucas Sanchez, Reye3 Aragon.
heme, but now had been seized on by
Albuquerque, Oct. 28. With his
JDemooratic Candidate, Harvey B.
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado School
Luz Apache,
to
Precinct No. 28, Chavez, postofflce.
ear
ear
cut
throat
from
the
Mexvultures,
preachers.
New
Fergusson, Albuquerque,
DulgnNo. 5091. 8iia 1H ;urd
House.
Garcia y Montoya,
Buxton Simon
"Almost at the same time the South an Apache Indian, was found dead at ico.
sNo.
Precinct
Bernardo
Hot
47,
Griego.
Chavez,
Springern Baptist church held a national his home near the sawmill shortly be
Ceorge
Progressive Candidate, Francis C. School House.
Precinct No. 29, E. Las Vegas, post- conference at Oklahoma City, Okla., fore noon today. He committed sui- - Wilson, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 48, Trementina House office, E. Las Vegas Chas. Greenclay,
that the Endeavorers were cutting cide with a pocket knife. Apache had
Socialist Candidate, William P. Met- of Hilario Gonzales.
Juan Ortega, Charles Douglas.
Including 6 Skein
sveh high jinks at Los Angeles. It is been totally blind for 15 years, and it calf, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Floss and EmbroiPrecinct No. 49, Agua Zarca
Precinct No. 30, Canon de Manueli
claimed the conduct of the majority is supposed that a despondent mood
Commissioner:
For
Allfor
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Lesson.
dery
School House.
tas,
postofflce, Rociada Frallan Aiof the delegates was almost as scan- brought on by his condition led to the
WilRepublican Candidate, Hugh H.
House
No.
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Precinct
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a
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Guadalupe
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Aragon Jose L. Bena- dalous in Oklahoma
by
suicidet, The body was
liams, Deming, New Mexico.
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man
Angeles.
Democratic Candidate, Adolfo P.
and tinted on Pure Linen Crash.
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nfght, will be devoted to preaching
services. Preaching services will be
the main feature of the exercises tonight.
The ladies of the. Queen Esther club
of the local church have prepared a
rest room in the ichurch building for
the use of visiting ladies who are
delegates or spectators at the meetings' Arrangements have been made
for the entertainment of all the delegates.
It was announced today by a member of the First Baptist church that
Rev. C. T. Taylor oi Raton had accepted a call to the pastorate of that
institution and would .take charge on
Sunday. Rev. Taylor succeeds Rev.
P. W. Longfellow, who retired recent
ly because of ill health.
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cations now being that the latter's
trations will begin on or about December 1. Further evidence of improvement in the financial situation
is found in the retirement of clearing
tu.use certificates.
Our foreign trade
is gradually returning tomo:'? normal
proportions. Increased exports of cot-teand wheat are within sight, and
any other losses in the outward movement promise to soon be mado g'od
by the increased demand far American manufactures and ?or wiir nate-r'akhas come to us as a rewilt of the
European war.
There is one other gleam ot encouragement, and that is the rehear-in-- ;
of the railroad caw. Concerning
t";'i3 there is nothing nevy to be said;
yet under the present extraordinary
situation, and in view ot the great
sti&in upon railroad ere lit. it is inconceivable that the unfriendly attitude
op the Interstate comtiu:rc3 ennmis-t:V,towards the railroad-- will be indefinitely continued. Htne trade is
very unsatisfactory, the geteral
te.icency of the public, to economize
letening the demand for many i
while the restrictions placed
upon credit have of course "nuc i em
barrassed new enterprise. Tho steel
trade is much depressed and running
below 30 per cent of capacity; largely
because of inability of the railroads
to buy supplies; partly owing howev- ,r.v the general lack of confidence.
Tic-- textile industry is also much unsettled by the cotton situation and recent financial derangements. As these
improvement should follow.
The present is a time for prudent action.
Nevertheless, there are many
reabons for taking hopeful views of
the future and keeping in mind the
fact that the acute stage of the crisis
has been passed and that we are now
fairly started on the movemeent toward readjusment and reconstruction.
There will be a big acreage of winter
wheat which at good prospective prices promises another year of prosperity for wheat growers.
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Not Drugs
Food Does it
appetizing food
that puts life and vigor into one,
but doesn't clog the system.
wholesome,

Such a food ia

Grape-Nut- s
The entire nutrition of wheat
and barley, including the vital
phosphate of pot-

ash, etc.
Long baked, easily digested,
ready to eat; an Ideal food with
cream

or

milk,

"A few months ago
came on my hands first
In a rash and in two days it had spread all
over my hands and face. It gradually got
worse day by day and I was in great pain.
My hands and face were a mass of running
sores and Itched something terrible. I did
not dare to scratch as It pained me so. I
could not sleep at nlnht. The eruption
caused disfigurement.
I was unable to do
my work at all, it pained me so.
tried
medicine but it did not help me.
"I
I had been about four weeks since I got
when
a friend asked me why I
poisoned
didn't try Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I
sent for some right away and besan using
them following directions. Inside of two
days I could see a great chantso and In seven
days after I began to use the Cuticura Soap
and Ointment there was not a scar left.",
(Signed) Miss Edna Eogers, Apr. 30, 1014.
Tennlngton, Cal.

I was

N'ew York, Oct.. 28. Interest continues to center upon financial readjustment to the war and the early reopening of the various stock and commodity exchanges. Events in this direction continue to make satisfactory
progress. Cable advices indicate that
the reopening of the London Stock
Exchange is not far distant, and it is
believed that the moratorium there,
which expires November 4, will not be
renewed.' Prospects for opening the
Ntvv York exchange should be correspondingly improved.
The country is now learning the
usefulness of a much abused institution. So long as the New York exchange remains closed, no genuine
t
of security values is possible, and
buyers and sellers alike are deprived
of the advantages of a free and open
market. Owing to the great progress
made in meeting a highly critical situation naturally lessens the reason
why the exchange shouldnot soon be
Of course, there Is a risk
opened.
from the
dumping of American stocks on this market. This danger has doubtless teen largely exaggerated, but has certainly been much
diminished by recent adjustments. The
percentage of American stocks held
abroad is very much smaller than it
has been for many years. The Balkan
war induced a heavy return of our
d
stocks, and this movement has
with more or less freedom ever
since. The larger proportion of what
remains is doubtless made up of high
grade long term bonds, such rs are
rct likely to be sold under any circumstances. Moreover, the improved
financial conditions in London would
tnd to discourage forced sales, espe
cially as prices have already declined
considerably since the war began.
Though not underrating the risks of
reopening the exchange, it shou;d be
candidly pointed out that these dangers have greatly diminished, and
those which remain must be faced.
Such risks, could be still further overcome by a gradual opening of the
as for instance by initiating a
call for cash only on certain classes
of domestic securities and gradually
admitting international ones later on.
A process of this kind would tend to
establish a conservative market and
also give a valuble indication of the
natural level of security values under
the new conditions.
The opening of the cotton exchange
is also a matter of vital importance,
and depends mainly on the creation cf
a successful plan for financing the
present crop, which the south seriously Deeds.
Fortunately all schemes
for government assistance have been
voted down by congress. Had the
Kovernment set the precedent of heip-5n- g
cotton growers it would some day
have been, obliged to help the producers of wheat, corn, or cattle; and it
could be Just as logically required to
give financial aid to cotton manufacturers, steel manufacturers, bankers,
or others who happened to be in financial need through circumstances
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Samples Free by Mail

" Why should I use Cuticura Soap? Thero
is nothing the matter with my skin and I
thought Cuticura Soap was only for skin
troubles." Truo, it is for skin troubles, but
ltB great mission is to prevent skin troubles.
For more than a generation its delicate,
emollient and prophylactic properties havo
rendered it the (standard for tills purpose,'
while its extremo purity and refreshing fragrance give i') It all tho advantages of tha
best of toilet soaps. Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment are sold everywhere.

.

Liberal sample of each mailed free, with
Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
32-- p.

w hfch
they could not foresee. For the
government to have undertaken to finance the cotton crop would have been
a most dangerous and insidious precedent. In all probability some satis
factory scheme will be evolved as a
result of the visit of Sir George Paish.
Great Britain is much the largest buyer of cotton, and must buy not much.
less than her customary share to supply her enormous export trade; not to
spf ak of filling Germany's lost trade.
The present depression in Lancashire
cannot continue indefinitely. Whether the $150,000,000
cotton
pool will materialize in its orginial
form or not, is uncertain. The movement, however, is in the right direc
tion, and is consistent with sound finance and if some form of
can be devised that will assist both
those who want to buy cotton and
those who want to Bell, whether at
home or abroad, a solution of the
present cotton emergency will ondoubt-edlfoe forthcoming'.
Possibly some
aid can be obtained from the federal
reserve banks. Our exports of cotton
have been seriously retarded by the
war, thus materially preventing a settlement of our foreign obligations. If
we really owe Great Britain $200,000,- 000, it is far better that we settle
this debt as far as practicable by shipping merchandise than gold, and some
adjustment on these lines will prove
to be the soundest method, either
from an economic
or a business
standpoint.
There is no sense in our incessantly shipping gold to and fro across the
Atlantic. It is a costly and wasteful
operation when we consider the loss
of interest, expense of transportation,
insurance, commissions, etc. Our unusual foreign trade situation leads me
to repeat my former suggestion
an International clearing
house for gold, composed of the leading banks in the United States and
Europe which should deposit a sufficiently large amount of gold on each
side of the Atlantic, issuing international clearing house certificates and
drawing bills of exchange against the
dcpaslts. This gold could he account
ed as a part of their reserve If in their
own vaults. By means of such an In
stitution the use and transfer of cer
tificates of deposit would take" the
place of gold 'shipments. Moreover,
it would be. easy to devise a system
whereby such transfers could be made
by cable. Tha great banks of Europe
arc steadily Increasing their gold re
serves. The Bank of England has the
lrygest reserve in its history. The
Bank of Germany has also largely increased its supply of gold. Our gold
exports for the 12 months ended De- camber 31 have been $175,000,000 De
fecting our imports of over $57,000,-00the net excess of exports for the
12 Months has been about $1H.M0.000; not a very alarming outgo, considering the large stock held in this
country and the good it has effected
abroad.
The local money situation , con
tinues to improve. Bank reserves are
steadily rising, and the fbig deficit
which existed some weeks ago has
Bankers,
disappeared.
practically
though discriminating closely, are
mere liberal in the granting of credit.
Foreign exchange is decidedly easier
and the offerings of commercial hills
are increasing. Sterling cable transfers are down to 4.9514 and cables
on Berlin are even Quoted at 91. Further relief in the financial situation
will be afforded when the federal receive institutions ara opened, the !n-.

-

HENRY CLEWS.
MORATORIUM

ENDS

Bordeaux, Oct. 28. President Poin
care today signed a decree modifying
tho moratorium proclaimed on August
31 and providing for al gradual return
to normal conditions. Bank depositors will he allowed to draw 1,000
francs ($2,000) plus 40 per cent of
the balance in November, and this
percentage will be Increased to 50
per cent in December. The collection
of commercial debts extept those of
mobilized soldiers may be prosecuted
atfter December 1 in case the debtor
invokes the moratorium in bad faith.
NUT GROWERS

MEET

Thomasville, Ga., Oct. 28. The National Nut Growers' association opened its thirteenth annual convention
here today at the Tosco hotel. Hon.
W. E. Beverly,- mayor of Thomasville,
delivered the address of welcome and
Judge Charles, I Edwards of Dallas,
Texas, responded. Colonel C. At Van
Duzee, president of the association,
delivered the annual address. An interesting exhibition of American nuts
is a feature of the' meeting. Subjects
of interest to the nut growers will be
discussed tomorrow, such as' care of
trees, fighting posts, and harvesting.
An elaborate
program of entertainment has been provided.

A

CHILD'S LAXATIVE
IS "SYRUP OF FIGS"

MADE FROM FRUIT CAN'T HARM
TENDER STOMACH, LIVER
AND BOWELS

When your child sufers from a cold
don't wait; give the little stomach, liver and bowels a gentle, thorough
cleansing at once. When cross, peevish, listless, pale, doesn't sleep, eat
or act naturally, if breath is bad,
stomach sour, give u teaspoonful of
California Syrup of Figs," and in a
constifew hours all the clogged-up- ,
sour
and
bile
undigested
waste,
pated
food will gently move out of the bow-eland you have a well, playful child
again.
If your child coughs, snuffles and
ha?, caught cold, or is feverish or has
a sore throat give a good dose of
California Syrup of Figs," to evacuate
the ibowels no difference what other
treatment is given.
Sick children needn't be coaxed to
take this harmless "fruit laxative."
Millions of mothers keep It handy because they know its action on the
stomach, liver and bowels is prompt
and sure. They also know a little
given today saves a sick child tomora,

row.
hot-ti- e
Ask your druggist for a
of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which contains directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the battle. Beware of counterfeits sold here. Get the genuine
made by "California Fig Syrup Com- -

MUST

CONVICTS

d
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1914.

28,

PAY

Santa Fe, Oct. 28. Even a convict
must pay a road tax. So says AttorSustains
ney General Frank W. Clancy in tho
following opinion aowressed to "J. B.
Myriads Have Learned of Its Re McManus, superintendent of the New
Mexico state penitentiary,
markable Curative Value.
"In answer to your inquiry as to
whether a convict on parole can be
required to pay a road tax I feel compelled to say that I know of no statute which exempts convicts from the
operation of any of the tax laws.
"The road tax Is imposed on every
able bodied man between the ages of
21 and CO years, and w payable to the
district wherein he resides. ResiFrom I hp very fact that S. S. 8., tho dence is not
lost by the fact that a
famous blood purifier U a natural medicine, it is opposed by those who can not man is in custody as a prisoner. A
und other dangerous
give - up mercury
resident of Bernalillo county might
AfIlabit Is a strange master.
drugs.
flicted people use mercury with a blind continue to be a resident of that counforce of habit. Not warned by the rheuin
matism they see all around them, un- ty, although actually incarcerated
mindful of the locomotor ataxia, paraly- the penitentiary at Santa Fe, and if
sis and other dreaded results of mineral he were
paroled and returned to Berpoisoning, they cling to the fast disappearing treatment so surely and positive- nalillo county he would certainly he
ly being replaced by S. S. S., wherever a resident there and
subject to this
the light strikes In. S. S. S. Is fast becoming the world's panacea tor all blood tax. Upon, parole he might, however,
troubles because It Is welcome to a weak
a residence in some other part
is taken naturally into the acquire
stomach,
blood, is a wave of purifying Influence of the state, and if he did so, he might
known by Its remarkable curative results, be
subject to that tax at the place- and is the standby of a host of people.
where
he acquired such residence.
Into
the blood and remains a strong
It goes
medicinal influence to the end and tills
"I
am
unable to see anything in the
without any other effect than that of a
mere fact that a man Is a convict, or
purely cleansing property.
recomIt Is the most universally
that he Is a paroled convict, which can
mended blood remedy known, and has
sustained its reputation for half a cen- exempt him from the payment of any
tury. Its Ingredients are Nature's def- tax imposed by law."
inite antidotes for germs that create our

Mzrli

worst a mictions,
(let a bottle today of
Refuse
all substitutes.
any druggist.
medical
H'rlte the
department. The Swift
t!2
Swift
Co.,
ISldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.,
Specific
for free advice on blood troubles,, and how
to overcome them. This department Is one
of the finest helps to men to be found
anywhere, and It Is entirely free.
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2,500

LOOKS.FliR

IN STATE

PLURALITY

ALSO
DEMOCRATIC
CHAIRMAN
PREDICTS VICTORY; PROGRESSIVES HOPEFUL
The Santa Fe New Mexican has secured statements from the state chairmen of the republican, progressive and
democratic parties as to theL- opinion
regarding the result of the forthcoming election. Here they are:
li. C. Hernandez and Hugh Williams, republican candidates for congressman and state corporation commissioner will poll each a plurality of
at least 2,500.
,
Harvey B. Fergusson and Adolfo P.
Hill, democratic candidates will be
elected by a plurality of 4,850.
Francis C. Wilson and John M.
progressives, will receive a
much heavier vote than the 8,000 odd
which Roosevelt received in New Mex-

Mc-Tee- r,

ico in 1912.
Both republicans and

GERMANS
McGregor,

es

claim a working majority in
the state house of representtalvea.
These in brief are the claims made
by the three state chairmen: Ralph C.
James H. Paxton,
Eiy, republican;
democrat, and Bronson M. Cutting,
progressive.
2,500 Claim of Ely
"I feel perfectly safe in saying," said
Republican Chairman Ralph C. Ely,
that the plurality of Hernandez or
Williams will not be less than 2,500.
I have no idea as to which will run

ahead. 1 am perfectly satisfied that
tbe plurality of Hernandez over Ferguson will be greater than the total
vote cast for Mr. Wilson. The repu
blicans will have a substantial work
ing majority in the state house of re
presentatives, thus giving them con
trol of the legislature.
"A statement which appeared in the
Albuquerque morning paper purport
ing to come front republican head
quarters was unauthorized and was
not given out by any person connect
ed with the republican oganlzatlon. In
response to your inquiry, however, I
ant pleased to maka the foregoing
statement."
"I am confident," said Mr. Ely, "that
we will have a satisfactory majority
Per- in the house: perhaps
not
would
sorally I would rather it
as I believe we stand
be
a better chance to get good legisla
tion with simply a good working ma
jority."
two-third- s.

Iowa,

j

Ban Johnson, president of the AmerGOVERNMENT TO AID
j
ican league, has announced that he is
Washington, Oct. 28. To Informal
pretty well satisfied with baseball as inquiries made today of the state d"

it stands, and that he Intends to adopt
vigorous measures to suppress any
bright young men in his organization
who want to try out innovations that
will give them an unfair advantage.
Recently it was learned that one of
the Yankee pitchers won' a game from
the Athletics largely by the use of
'
emery paper. The twirler found that
by roughing the surface of the ball he
could throw better curves than, usual,
and he did this roughing by means of
a piece of emery paper concealed in
his glove. After a brief Jine from
Johnson he dropped the trick from his
repertoire. No rule covers the case,
but a declaration from the head of
the American league that any player
who used sandpaper or emery would
be automatically suspended and fined

FROM CANADA
28. Seven
Oct.

parlment as to its attitude toward
claims on cargoes of neutral goods lor,
when belligerent ships were sunll
Actinp- Senretarv
T.arxalnp'
tnlioafo.
that American shippers might fib
claims and would be supported by th
American government.
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There is such ready action In Fole
Kidney Pills, you feel their healia
from the very first dose. Backacb
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladdtr
and irregular action disappear wit
their use. O. Palmer, Green Ba
Wis., say3 :"My wife Is rapidly r
covering her health and strength, du
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. C
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv.

n n ra

s
from Canada arrived here this week and they tell al
remarkable story of their dilemma
brought about by the European war.
in western Canada, taking the oath
of allegiance. Now the Canadian government is drafting recruits for the
army, and the young men faced the
'alternative Qf living up to the terms
of their oath and joining the ranks
against their fatherlan.d or giving up
the land). The Germans left their
homes and belongings and fled across
the border. They are tramping hack
to Pennsylvania, their former home.
One of them had a hank book showing deposits in a Canadian bank. According to their story thousands of
others are in a similar plight.
German-American-

A Persistent Question
The question has been asked, "In
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets
superior to pills?" The answer is,
"They are more mild and gentle In
effect and more reliable. Besides
they Improve the appetite, cleanse
and invigorate the stomach, correct
disorders of the liver and leave the
bowels in a natural and healthy condition, while the use of pills, owing
to their drastic effect. Is often followed by constipation."
For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

BOLIVAR
democrats-progressiv-

FLEE

You win like their positive action. f 100 was all that was necessary j.
They have a tonic effect on the bow- stop the evil. Undoubtedly the N
els, and give a wholesome, thorough tional league will fix a similar penait ,:
!
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
From, Leslie's.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
I
To the Public
keep stomach sweeL Constipation,
"I used a bottle of Chamberlain' j
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic Cough Remedy last winter for a s
Tablets. Only 25c. O. G. Schaefer jvere bronchial cough and can concieniiousiy say tnat I never took h
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
medicine that did me so much good, j
writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews!
Iod. For sale by all dealers. Adv. i
NO TRICKS IN BASEBALL

DAY IN VENEZUELA

Caracas, Venezuela, Oct 28. The
anniversary of Simon Bolivar, Venezuela's liberator, was celebrated all
through the country today. This is1
the only national holiday in Venezuela. Patriotic meetings, with music
and speeches, were held in every city
and town.
Would You

Believe

It?

People often accept statements with
a sort of mental reservation as much
as to say, "I am not convinced," which
leads us to remark that there Is no
thing that will so thoroughly satisfy
you of the excellence of Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy as a personal
trial. Mrs. John Flshton, Peru, Ind
who used this remedy in her family
for the past ten years, says of it, "I
always give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to my children when sick with
coughs or colds. I like it better than
any other because they take it willingly and it is free from narcotics. It
has sever failed to give Immediate
relief." For sale toy all dealers. Adv.
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New York Salesrooms

Meriden
Connecticut

32 Warren Street
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BIRTHDAY

Elizabeth, N. J., Oct. 28. Today
was celebrated by the patriotic, civic
and religious organizations of Eliza
beth as the 250th anniversary of the
founding of the town. Elizabeth Is
one of the most famous towns of the
staite and was once the seat of Prince
ton University.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured

m
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two-third-

Progressives Hopeful
While Colonel Bronson M. Cutting,
progressive state chairman did not
care to quote figures on counties, he
predicted today the overwhelming de
feat of Hernandez and Williams
through the Instrumentality of the
progressive vote. "Wilson and Mc- Teer will toll a considerably larger
vctethan Roosevelt received in 1912"
is the chief prediction given out by
progressive headquarters.
5,000 for Fergusson, Claim
Congressman Harvey B. Fergusson
and Adolph P. Hill
ill he
will he elected by a plurality ot close
to 5.000 according to an official state
ment issued by democratic headquart
ers here today. "We claim, a good
crking majority In the house of rep
resentatives" was the supplementary
prediction made by Secretary Guilfoil
for Chairman Paxton this morning.

by. local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that ia by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the .Eustachian Tube. Whenj
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an
condition of the mucous sur
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circular free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Tills for consti
pation.
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She Sees the Turn in the Lonrr

1

V.

-

of household drudgery from which hundreds of thousands of her sisters had failed to find relief.
Now, the Electrical Era has a meaning for licr
meaning of ease, contentment and a happy home.

tho

Briny your wife to tea us. We-- , will explain the
n
convenience
Electric Healing
comfort of G-and Cooking Devices, their economy, knd also juit
what we can do for you in the way cf electric service.
E

You can afford to use
Electrical Appliances
WE HAVE RECENTLY REDUCED OUi: ::
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
in tlie asylum, leaving the bride to of the most amusing numbers of the
make her way out of the entangle- entire week's program. All four voices In the quartet were splendid.
ment as best she could.
to a sweet voice, Miss MonThe whole affair constitutes a deESTABLISHED 1871
on
so
the
much
not
contralto, has one of the
tague,
pressing commentary
tin? generic dangers of matrimony it- most winsome stage presences to be
self as on the laxity of the laws de- found. She will he remembered here
Publlko by
signed to obviate them. When a lun- as one of the favorites of the ChauTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
atic can break loose from his keeper tauqua work.
(Incorporated)
and enlist all the machinery of the
laws and even the services
.marriage
-- .Editor.
M. PADGETT....
SPEAKERS
of holy religion in contracting a street REPUBLICAN
corner marriage without the slightest investigation on the part of any
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IN COUNTY PRECINCTS

OUR.

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: WiJl my money be safe?

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give mi financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.

responsible party concerned, there
seem to he striking need of
the parsons themselves to EVERY SECTION OF SAN MIGUEL
reforming
Estered at the pcwtoffice at E"t book.
jeweler and Optician
x
trana-jjwioWILL BE VISITED BY THE
Capital and Surplus $125,000.00
Hui Ve&aa, New Mexico for
'.
New Mexico
.
an
as
offer
Las
The
Vegas,
might
misogynists
CAMPAIGNERS
through the United Btatea alibi that
not supposed
are
preachers
gja.il as second class matter.
to know the difference between any
of their
Ak election approaches nearer and sponsibllities, as well as
crazy applicant for their services and nearer the activities of the party lead blessings, and a keener sense of the KIDO AND
JAY GET HERNANDEZ RECEIVES
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ere presumably in his normal senses ers are increasing. It is not felt that moral and practical significance of
on the theory that no such differ- there is the
Dally, by Carrier
slightest doubt of an over what their iart among the nations of
SPLENDID RECEPTION
06 ence is
optically discernible. But this whelming victory for the entire re the world may come to be.
I
ffr Copy
A I
is only the viewpoint pf those who de
Ce Week
ticket in San Miguel county,
KANSAS' C'TY LIVE STOCK
"The hurtful effects of foreign war
65 cry the institution. In all probability publican
Craa Month
PEOPLE IN ALL PARTS OF STATE
but it is not the purpose of the cen- in their own industrial and commerKansas City, October 28. Hogs, rea great many people will get married
FRIENDLY TO REPUBLICAN
Cr.e Tear
tral committee to leave any locality cial affairs have made them feel the THEIR TRIAL FOR THE TYLER
ceipts 12,000. Market higher. Bulk
bridegroom
who differ from the Chicago
CANDIDATE
Dally, by Mall
more fully and see the more clearly
unvisited.
KILLING WILL OCCUR AT
$7.207.50; heavy $7.307.50; pigs
16.00
only in the fact that they have
there will be meetings at their mutual Interdependence upon
Qt Tear (In advance)
$C 507.
NEXT TERM
Tonight
8.00
no keepers. The line really ought to
lx Month
(in advance)
B. C. Hernandez, whose campaign
Emplazado and Los Alamos, at which one another and have stirred them to
Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market strong
00
even
drawn somewhere, however
Okb Year (In arrears?
for the New Mexican seat in the na- Prime fed steers $9 .50 10. 75; westRomero and D. Martinez a helpful
such as they
Stcundino
Kidd
and
case
The
of
Bert
Oscar
3.50 in
has ern steers
Chicago. Kansas City Journal.
(fix Mouths (in arrears)
will speak; at Canon Blanco, where have seldom practiced before. They Jay, in which Kidd is accused of tional house of representatives
$0.50(5 8 75; calves $6
"
Adelaido Tafoya and Luis E. have been quickened by a great moral shooting Paul Tyler to death in Roy been meeting, with such unprecedent$10.50.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Armijo will be heard, and at Chaperi-t- stimulation. Their unmistakable ar- recently and Jay is held as an accom- ed success throughout the state, has
Sheep, receipts 1 1,000, Market high
GROWER
where the speakers will be Z. Val-de- dor for peace, their earnest pity and plice, which was up for hearing at invaded the enemy's country. lie is eiv Lambs $7.25(?i 7.85; yearlings
SINGING PARTY'S
and Sixto Armijo.
Every night disinterested sympathy for those who Mora in the district court in session in Albuquerque for a few, days, and 5.50C!!G.50.
.aa Tetx
this week the speakers in the county are suffering, their readiness to help fcr that county this week, went over will canvass Bernalillo county.
Its Montai
Mr. Hernandez has been making
will be out visiting some of the coun- and think of the needs of others, has upon motion for a continuance, until
REPUTATION GO
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
runs are revealed them to themselves as well the next session of court.
rr'ends everywhere he has been durThese
quirk
precincts.
ty
Ort. 28.Crop damage reMall
Chicago,
for
Advance
In
(Cash
in addition to the regular and more as to the world.
arose out of a quarrel ing his tour of the state, and it is felt ports from Argentina, with predictions
The
shooting
Subscriptions.)
(extended tours.
"Our crops will feed all who need, between Kidd and Tyler, who occused that he will carry New Mexico against of smaller yield there per acre, today
aemit by check, draft or money LYCEUM COURSE ATTRACTION
A. Sena of rark Springs,
Apolonlo
the self possession of our people Kidd of being responsible for the al Fergusson by an easy majority, va- tinded to bring about an advance in
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trier. If ent otherwise
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after the crime and lodged
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all
Singing Party, days
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week or more for safe keeping, the bled in Raton last night, will be in
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course tonight at the Duncan paign labors tomorrow.
Corn rose with wheat. The opening.
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The business of the country has feeling running high against the men Dawson tonight. It is quite possible which ranged from a shade decline to
optra house, comes to Las Vegas highPAID FOR
that Mr. Ely will be In Las Vegas beevof
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supplied with instrumentalities in the neighborhood of the affray.
press
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advance, was followed by a
THANKFUL
BE
fore
SHOULD
the election, and plans are shap- moderate
and the commerce of the world with
Attorneys S. B. Davis, Jr., and Her
ery city it has visited. Following are
general gain. The close
the ing to that end now. If bis time is was easy at the same as, last night to
new channels of trade and intercourse. bert W. Clark, who represent
Advertisers , are guaranteed the some of the press clippings collected
not too crowded, he will spend an
FOR CONTINUED PEACE The Panama canal has been opened men, returned to this city last evenadvance.
s,
;
largest dally and weekly circulation by the company:
i
here.
evening
Mora.
New
from
to the commerce of the nations. The ing
Charleston (S. C) News, May 2,
Indications of a lively demand from
t any newspaper in northern
two continents of America have been
10J4:
the seaboard put strength into oats.
teeiico.
GERMANY WANTS COTTON ,
SUN IS RELEASED
The entire membership of the Kellog- PRESIDENT THINKS THANKSGIV- bound in closer ties df friendship.
Higher prices for hogs carried pro
AVashington, Oct. 28. Ambassador
ING DAY SHOULD BE WELL
is composg-Haines
New instrumentalities of internationvisions
Party
Singing
up grade.
TELEPHONES
Washington, Oct. 28. Official word Gerard cabled today that Germany
OBSERVED THIS YEAR
al trade have been created which will was
ed of clever artists, and it is difficult
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department would need at least 50,000 and
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iutlnet Office
to name one whose work stood out
be also new instrumentalities of ac
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tof.ay of the release by the British tila 25,000 bales of cotton a .month;
28. President
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Washington, Oct.
and
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above that of the other. In the light
intercourse
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Corn, Dec. 67; May 70.
quaintance,
government of the American tank He had been advised of assurances by
issued' a proclamation
opera "Lovely Galatea," by von Suppe, Wilson today
servicej, Never before have the peo- steamer Sun
Oats, Dec. 48; May 52.
at Falmouth, England, Great Britain that cargoes of cottoij
November 26,
Pork, Jan. $18.95; May $19.10.
ple of the United States been so situ last'
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1914. the visible air of ease and character designating Thursday,
Sunday, in compliance with the would not be molested when destined
Nov. $10.62; ffan. $9.9!.
living of each member of the cast, ad- as Thanksgiving day. The president's ated for their own advantage or the
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American
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request
government
;
belligerent countries
,
ded much to the excellence of the proclamation, which refers to the fact advantage of their neighbors or so
Oct. $10.12; Jan. $9.80.
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United
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and
least
Not
to
themselves
the
serve
enjoyable
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equipped
details of the demand 'for cotton in
recently seized and released by
is at war, mankind.
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Congressman Fergusson wishes to feature of the program, were the while the rest of the world
Subscribe for The Optic.
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piano readings of Mr,
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United
even
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(president
"By
Savannah XG&-- Morning News, May
ted for the Wilson policies
son, president of the United States
States of Americana proclamation; ; of America, do hereby, designate
' v hen some pf these policies conflict 21. 1914: ;
"It has long been the honored cus Thursday, the twenty-sixt- h
ed with the welfare of New Mexico, The concert of the Kellogg-Haine- s
day of No
tom
of our people to turn In the fruit vember next, a
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repre Singing Party proved to be one of the
which state he is supposed
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ful autumn of the year in prais and and
real musical delights of the week.
sent.
prayer, and invite the people
to Almighty God for his
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thanksgiving
The
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Party
Singing
throughout the land to erase from
Congressman Fergusson
AND AS USUAL WE'RE READY WITH LARGE, EXCELLENT ASSORT- to us as
tneir wonted occupation and in their
like a stahdpat republican. What kind gave a splendid performance of the many blessings and .mercies
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the Year of our Lord on. thousand
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Singing Party
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shoe specialists fit your feet here. Special attention is given, to chilfitting
ocratlc congress be elected
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in keeping these statutes on the books Durham (N. C.) Morning Herald, want. We have been, priviliged, by (Signed)
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dren and to men and women who have had trouble getting proper
In
our own peace and
until they begin to show their worth. May 13, 1914:
"By the president.
The last program of the Chautau some degree to steady the counsels
feet, too!
Some laws they; to save the country
"Robert Lansing, Acting Secrc-tarcom and shape the hopes and purposes of of State." '
before they have been given a fair qua given (by the Kellogg-Haine- s
pany was one of the most popular that a day of fear and distress. Our peotrial.
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democrats do not believe in bosses. Chute, is unusually good and his as a nation with deeper compreben?
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AND THEY WEItE WKD!
A rather prosaic story cornea from

Chicago which concerns itself with ad
inmate of the state asylum, for. t.he intone who contracted marriage under
Mwrsually unusual circumstances, if
the tautology is permissible. There
are, of course, certain acetic, not to
say citric, misogynists who contend
that all who affect matrimony are
razy to get married. But this young
nan, who is represented as a scion
f an illustrious
"house,"
Chicago
rather gave Robert W. Chambers a nut
to crack, if not supplying him with a

plot'
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SHOES FOR MEN

AGENT NOT SO
s

GREAT

I
J

A great number of men 'come to us every time
they want shoes. Guess we have about the best made
to sell at our prices better try them! All new styles here now at $3.00 to $6.50. Expert fitters to fit
your feet, too.

SHOES FOR WOMEN

(Continued from Page One)

'

The details were somewhat removed from the ordinary, however, and
it is only out of deference to the
fnorriage-hater- s
above referred to
that the story is called prosaic. Lots
of people rush into wedlock with little more preparation or fitness than
3id this young patient
who stole
away from his guard long enough to
Ii!ek up a lady on the street who was
billing to share his fortunes. The ac
quaintance lasted only during the
iinie required for him to pop the
(i'tstion and for her to make the appropriate response. The duly author-i-.-- i
officials of the law, aided and
iti ,1 by a minister of the gospel,
the ridiculous transaction,
"The proverbial "knot was tied," there
was a wedding supper, the bride- t
paid a hasty visit to his
j
fi.thor and on. the father's advice
returned to Ws Quarters
i nincdiale?

DEATH'S

j

j

Today end Thursday
BE SURE TO CALL AND HAVE A CUP

Willi

US

not damaged and the men were quick
ly hoisted to the top.
,i
"The men farther, tacit nulckly lls
covered that the air had been; reversed and made their way to the bottom
of the main shaft and were hoisted to
the surface. Some of them were
overcome and had to be assisted.
They all revived as soon as they
reached the open air,
Leo Bellamy, who was rescued from
the mine, today told how the reversal
of the air brought death to some. He
said:
"I was walking along the main air
course when the explosion occurred.
About 50 men were scattered along
the air course. I heard a distant rumble and then it. was a cyclone. Timbers, coal and dust were hurled
through the entry, I tried to get
Fack to help my brother, but the fan
had been reversed and was pulling
the air damp towards us. The only
one besides me who could get away
was a man whom I did not know.
The afterdarmp killed the crippled
men in the air course."

j

Read The Optics Want Ada.

The new Fall and Winter models are practical without having had

their appearance ' sacrificed tojTnake them so and those we have to offer are staunchly inad&oj the best" ieather possible at the price. Careful fitting here Best valuea ajway.
t

"shoes for children

They are made specially to fit children's feet and are the most satisfactory we have seen. Extra care is given to fitting children's feet
shoes deform a child's foot Good styles, all
properly, for
sizes and all moderately priced.

"We Have Been

Fitting Shoes for the Last
Eight Years With Practically Every
Customer Satisiied.

r
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interest paid on time deposits

Our Complete Line of

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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A. J. Peterson, a business nmn of
Albuquerque, is in Las Vegas for a
brief stay.
F. G. Rockel, a business man of
New York City, is in Las Vegas for
CAPITAL
a few days.
George Morris of Raton is registerLuis
E. Armijo, who has been in
ed at one of the local hotels.
OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
Mora since Sunday as interpreter for
'
Mr. and Mrs. E. Knauer of La Cue-vthe district scourt in that county,
N. M., are in the city for a short
Material
Color,
in
them
We
have
any Shape,
to Las Vegas last night, in
WM. G. HAYDON
etay.
President
order to address a meeting at Canon
and
you may fancy.
Style
Jesse Harris of Fort Collins, Colo., Blanco this
H. W. KELLY
evening.
t
is in Las Vegas for a few days loading
Prices from 50c upwards.
D. T, HOSKINS.
.Treasurer
out sheep.
POLITICIANS DID IT
J3
William Piltrard of Albuquerque is
Last night a vender of sectarian lit'
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
in Las Vegas for a brief business erature took
up his stand at the corvisit.
ner of Sixth street and Dauglas aveTo the Public
E. Otto, a business man cf Al- nue:, surrounded
signation as president and diteclor.
IS
by his whiskers. He
seBro-.v"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
Mr.
one1
that
understood
the
of
Is
at
is
It
stopping
buquerque,
sea
winter
for
last
opened his suit case and displayed
Cough
Remedy
Doard
bis connection with the
the part of the Germans resulted In be in a bad
city's hotels.
vere bronchial cough and can consUi wares. He opened his mouth and vered
position if they received
a few days ago when word was re- cientiously say that I never took a
failure."
George H. Hunker went to Mora to- poured forth a
a check. The situation in Galicia, tha
of expletives
volley
to
medicine that did me so much good,"
ceived in this city of the election
day to attend the session of the diswriter says, is unchanged.
against every known sect in the world tbe board of Louis Cabrera, who later writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
trict court in Mora county.
Severe Battles in East
Other press matter given out ofall
dealers.
except his own. The crowd did not
Ind.
sale
For
Adv,;
by
was made president of the system by
John Brunton, of Shoemaker, came
in Berlin today says:
Then he used a megaphone.
ficially
'
(gather.
28
Oct
to
Mexico
wireless
Berlin,
(by
City.
to Las Vegas yesterday to spend a
Ihe board meeting in
Tiien he used ''"language, somewhat
Auatro-GermaKings Are Decorated
L. I.).
official
Mr. Brown offered to retire from the
short time with some of his friends,
language.
naughty
OF
ONE
ENEVOLENCE
from
the
eastern
reports
theater of "Emperor William has bestowed
of the road at the time of
diiiuer at the Castaneda hotel.
band played on the opposite cor- presidency
the war indicate that severe battles upon the king of Bavaria and
A. C. Erb, who was called to Do
the overthrow of the Madero regime.
the king
ner; many people were on the streets,
are raging along the Vistula and San of
tir.lt reecntly on account of the death but the
Wurtemburg the decoration of the
ITS STRONG POINTS
hand got the crowd. Patiently,
rivers. The Germans apparently are Iron cross in
of his father, will return to Las
MANIAC'S DEED
recognition of the brav
tempestuously, the vender shouted.
engaging numerically stronger Rus ery of their troops.
this evening.
Then he closed his suit case and resian forces, and the battle la attract
Oswego, N. Y., Oct. 28 Because one ATTORNEY
FOR
STEEL
THE
Miss Blanche Rothgeb, stenographer
"Three hundred prominent Russians
marked.
For Fall and Winter ihoutd be
"It's downright mean for of the trio wanted revenge for having
LOVE
ITS
OF
ing equal attention with the struggle have published in the Moscow nauera
TELLS
TRUST
for the cattle sanitary commission,
them politicians to come and hreak bten thrown off a train some time-agoin France and Belgium.
FOR THE DEAR PEOPLE
a manifesto
imrl an old resident of Las Vegas, is
ordered now.
forth that tho Rus
up my meeting."
Home
State
the
inmates
of
three
The bulletin issued last night by sian troops setting
here visiting her mother.
should
commit atrocihot
Today he and his fair associate for the Feebleminded at Syracuse
the Austrian war department states ties, thereby admitting that
We have a complete line of forMrs. W. S. Losey and R. C. Losey,
Philadelphia, Oct. 28. Concluding
atrocitlea
were passengers out of Las Vegas on
that the Austrians southwest of Ivan- - have been committed
tampered with a switch, causing the arguments in the government suit to
aunt and father of Dr. Clifford Losey,
the Russians
by
train No. 1. Let It be known to all wreck of the Manhattan flyer on the
comand
domestic
eign
suitings,
gorod are combating numerically tJ a. east Prussia.
the United States Steel corwho have been spending the summer
the people throughout the land: The Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
perior forces; of Russians.
oration were 'begun today in the Uniin Las Vegas, left today on train No. democrats
"Signor Bugatto, an Italian in tha
prising all the latest weaves, and
have done one good thing railroad near Fulton on October 17, in ted States court, John G. Johnson of
Vistula Attack Renewed
10, Mrs. Losey for Indianapolis, and
Austrian parliament, writing la
fi)f Las Vegas.
two persons' 'were killed and 15
which
Mr. Losey for South Dakota.
Philadelphia, summing up for the de
Further Russian corps, whose crossat right prices.
newspaper Popolo Romano.
injured, the police announced today. fense and Jacob M. Dickinson speakH. II. Betts, an insurance man of
of the Vistula river north of Ivan says that the war is
ing
'
Ji;
ST. PAUL'S NOTES
bringing together
a
obtained
The police said 'they had
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
ing in rebuttal for the government It
Silver City, and past exalted ruler of
gorod has been mentioned in the all nationalities In Austria and ia
this'
from
confession
to
effect
Joseph
of
was the seventh day
arguments.
the Elks lodge in that city, is- in Las Today, Saints Simon and Jude's
earlier German reports, seem, accord strengthening the monarchy. Italians,
receive special care.
which implicated James Ba
Mr. Johnson, declared the enormous
Vegas, Mr. Betts visited the local day, there was a celebration of the Baker,
ing to Major Moraht, military corre- he ftsys, should not mix in Austria's
ker and Charles Campbell.
lecord in the case shows that the
lodge last night and made a few hap- holy communion at 10:30 o'clock.
spondent of the Berliner Tageblatt, to fight against the ultra-Slav- ,
who is
weight of evidence is all against the
be directed against the German army. the enemy of the Italian race.
py remarks during the business meet
)
Tomorrow,, Thursday evening, St.
government.
"It is to he hoped," Major Moraht
ing.
"In a manifesto issued by the ItalCOAL PRODUCTION FALLS
- wili meet for rehearsal. inj
Regarding thai acquisition .of, the
Dr. T. F. Tannus,
says, "that the 'leaders of the allied ian colony in Paris, inviting donations
ear, nose
out
Denver, Oct. 28. Figures given
Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad
Austrian and German armies will be for relief of the distress in
and throat specialist of Santa Fe, who the church at 715 o'clock. Important
France,
today by the state coal mine inspector company by the steel corporation in
able to
was in Las Vegas last summer en work, on. hand., A full: and prompt
quickly against this states that tha number of wounded
men
said
Mr.
a
total
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show
employed
Johnson
of
10,504
1907,
the
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Russian
panic
urged'
movement The bravery of the left for days without medical treat
rovte to Chicago where he went to
in the coal mines of Colorado in Sep- tho government's allegation in this
allied troops glv ground for the ex- ment ia appalling.
take a post graduate course, is again
It
that those names to tember, 1914. The coat produced dur- transaction was one of the irrelevant
in the city, to remain several days.
pectation that the advance against the
"Reports received here, from Vienna
be
.
in
the reading of the ing the month totalled 748,465 tons. things that has beclouded the issues
Russian position on the Vistula will declare that the English press news
.mentioned,
Sheriff Roman Gallegos left today
month preceding in the suit. He said the defense had pened to be on the steel corporation oe renewed."
to the ffert that tha fcog.lfTi
tha.
for San ifose, where his father lies diptych 8 pn Sunday be handed in to In August, 19l!f, the
the inspector's conclusivley shown tnat the acquisi- did not abuse their position, Mr. Dick
coal
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the
strike,
the
at
earliest
The military expert of the Local Austrian emperor is unfavorable ia
rector
the
opportunity.
seriously ill.
report showed 13j236 men at work, tion of the Tennessee company was a inson said these interlocking directors Anzeiger points out that the Russians without foundation.
Richmond Pearson Hobson, mem-he-r
The emperor
with a total output of 859,047 tons.
A
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attended
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well
patriotic act and not to gain a mono-lol- y were serving on numerous hoards for with the Vistula in their rear would grants audiences daily."
meeting
of the house of representatives
directors
such
and'
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that
purpose
in the steel industry.
from Alabama, and famous for his at- Ladies' Guild was held with Mrs.
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Santiago harbor in 1898, and for his portant business was transacted.
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to questions by Judges
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that there
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Paris, Oct. 28. The action
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great opinion
Donald Steward,
many years president of the
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Rowe, N. M.
the Dickinson said it was tbe govern
C. C. Robbins,
Santa Fe, N. M.
was a passenger on train No. 9, en tional Railways of Mexico, today an I moment and which may cause Italy court on the tobaccu ease, that
antitrust law does not prohibit re- ment's claim that If all acts subseToute to the Pacific coast, and had nminced that he has tendered his rep lalso to occupy a part of Albania.
straint of competition of trade hut quent to the organization of the con
dees denounce the undue restriction cern would be illegal because it was
of competition or the undue obstruc- created in violation of law in that i'
tion of the course of trade. Mr. John- was formed to unduly restrain trade.
r
son said that at the time of the for- INCORPORATED
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iition f the Steel corporation,, it Sub'
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Wholesale Grocers
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ligent and alert competition. He
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(Continued From Page One.)
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Cream Baking Powder is
Dr.
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intention of monopolizing
Austrian Column Destroyed
increased cost of living.
contributor
and steel business, but that it was
"In Galicia the Russians are making
done to accomplish economies.
progress. To the south of Sambor,
was no evidence to show that in the narrow valley of the Podbuj,
There
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although
price
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great increase in the
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traveling public.
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Opening the final argument for the
Haines
government Mr. Dickinson said there
never yet has been a combination
term r
brought to the bar of justice that did
not seek to hide its head in the claim
i
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that to strike it down would be detrimental to the business interests of
AT
the country. Mr. Dickinson said he
Creaisi
Mz&z,
Pisrc,
Grope
would be the last one to stand in the
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LITTLE CITY PRICES
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way of business expansion. But, he
j ' M
added, when the government is con
exfronted with the fact that in that
One Dollar
pansion the law Is being violated it
is the duty of the government to take i
Fifty Ceiils
notice of that fact
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Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter If not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Cet a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take It freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
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THEATER

BRIDGE STREET
TNE MUTUAL WILL OPEN TOMOR
ROW NIGHT ITS HANDSOME
NEW QUARTERS

The new Mutual theater on Bridge
Is to be opened tomorrow even
ing. All day tomorrow the playnouse
will be open to inspection, and every
body is invited by the management to
visit the place and see just how tine
ly it has been furnished, and how well
equipped it is to 6how the best pic
tuies that are being produced.
There are 280 seats installed, and as
the- - patronage increases more will be
added, there being room for probably
50 moire without
crowding! "The
Mulion Dollar Mystery" will be the
fetUure of the initial show.

street

POSITIVELY

CROUP
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
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the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breath
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :'We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv.

BRIDGE STREET WORK

IS SPREADING FAST
PROPERTY

OWNERS AND
NESS MEN JOIN IN THE
PROVEMENT

BUSI
IM-

A strange, and rather unlooked for.
but none the less welcome, epidemic
has broken oujt in "Old Town." Since
the work commenced on Bridge street
the fever is running up. and down the
thoroughfare, and the indications are
that it will not subside until the whole
length of the street is resurfaced. The
only regret is that the nature of the
improvement is only temporary.
The county commissioners put two
men at work on the bridge this moming, and W, A, Givens added one man
to the working force-- on the street,
which will mean that the gravel will
be extended another 25 feet westward.
The county road board has offered the
use of its steam roller on the job,
aad the E. Romero Hose and Fire
company is loaning its team, wagon
and driver to haul the old dirt off and
t'.ie gravel on.
On the face of it, it would seem that
tbis would be an excellent time to go
oa with the permanent paving of the
street. A year's discussion has ac
complished nothing, but a few pick
strokes driven into the street might
be used as a starting point for the fin
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RESTAURANT

AND CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
EE3T GOODS OBTAIN ABU ALWAYS HAND UTS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

JMJT

o. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening each
munication first aad month at W. O. W. hall. Visions
In brothers cordially Invited. Howard W.
third Thursday
each month, Visiting Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
brothers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUI
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Pettea. Becretary.
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. haH,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer building.
Visiting member!
r
x KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlaa,
conclave second Tues-p-u- - Q. K.; Frank Angel, F 8.
dey la each mcnth at Ma
DR. ADELAIDE 8. LEWIS
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, B. C; Ctas. Tamme, Recorder.
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVEAL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
Residence Phone Main 384
RTISEMENTS.
cation first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple
MONUMENT CO
Five cents per line each Insertion,
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
N. M.
Albuquerque,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre215 E. Central
No ad to occupy less space than two
IS Tears Practical Experience.
tary.
lines
All ftdvertlaaments
charged
E. A. JONES
W. W BOWKRi
will be booked at space actually set I.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number ef words.
GEO. H. HUNKER
4. Meets every Monday
evening at
Cash In sdvlnce preferred.
Attorney-at-Latheir hall on Sixth sUeet All visiting
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
brethren cordially invited, to attend.
J. Friedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
YJ
DR. F. U. HUXMANN
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
Dentist
Wertz, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock,
V ANTED A barber.
C. A. Montoya,
Dental work of any description at
Cemetery Trustee.
moderate prices
Bridge street
Office Phon
B, P. O. ELKS Meets second and Room 1, Center Block.
WANTED
Position or piece work by
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
stenogra- month Elks" home on Nlnti street
(thoroughly experienced
pher; best of references. K Y., and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
LOCAL TIME CARD
Optic.
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring-er- ,
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
East Bound
Secretary.
Arrive
Devajfi
7:4t p. ft
KNIGHTJ AND LADIES OF SECUR- No. I..., 7:20 p. m
m
11:11 p, &
rooms
FOR RENT Furnished
for
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in No. 4. ...11:64 p.
1:11 a. ft
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the No. I.... 1:25 a. m
Is.-- ..
No.
1:15
!:
p. b
m.....
p.
avenue.
first and third Mondays of each
West Bound
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Arrive
Detail
FURNISHED ROOMS with or without Ladles always welcome O. L. FreeNo.
1:10
p. m..... l:It p. t&
1....
710
board.
Grand avenue.
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
1:41 a. is
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local No. I.... 1:35 a. m
4:31 p. U.
FOR RENT Modern rooms at Clos Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. No. 7..t. 4:20 p. m
m
No.
7:dt p. 9
1:35
p.
1011
I....
son House.
Assistant
Montague
Deputy,
Sixth street, East Las Vegaa, M, M.
W. T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga., had
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
NO
1105
BROTHERHOOD
avenue.
FRATERNAL
Lincoln
housekeeping.
102 Meets every Monday night li feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly In a bad way when
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cot
he
started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
FOR SALE Pony, gentle to harness dially welcome. Js T. Buhler, Presl
or saddle; with colt. S30. Agua dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary; He says, "Just a few doses made mo
feel better, and now my pains and
C. IT. Bally, Treasurer.
Pura Company.
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
FOR SALE At a bargain. 20 full MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA all night long." O. G, Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
blood Rhode Island Red hens, one
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
old.
M.
II.
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
year
Northrup, at
Had Taken His Weight Tn Medicine
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
M. D. Faucett of Gillsvllle, Ga., says
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; O. he had taken his weight in medicine
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- for headache and constipation but
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- never used anything that did him so
much good as Chamberlain's Tablets.
LOST One tire aad rim for automo pecially welcome and cordially Invited. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
bile. Return to Las Vegas Motor
Car Company.
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

L.

COLUMN

ReS-!ula-

JONES-BOWER-

anted

For Rent

-

Fcr Czlo

Green-berger'-

s.

Lost

SPECIAL

MASTER'S

G (3 A L

SALE

Public notice is hereby given that

I, the undersigned, by virtue of a

AMD'

VJ-O-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

de-

cree rendered in the District Court
of the Fourth Judicial District of New
Mexico, sitting in and for the County
of San Miguel on August 10, 1914 In
a certain cause in said court pending;
said cause being No. 7616 entitled
Byron T. Mills, Trustee plaintiff vs.
Enrique H. Salazar, et als, defendants,
ished work.
foreclosure of mortgage, will on the
30th day of November, 1914, at the
CITROLAX
hcur of ten o'clock A. M. of said day
CITROLAX
at the east front door of the court
CITROLAX
house in the County of San Miguel,
Best thing or constipation, sour offer for sale and sell for cash in
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow- hand to the highest and best
bidder,
els. Stops a sick headache almost at to
satisfy the sum of $1,690 with inonce. Gives a most thorough and sat. terest thereon
at the rate of 8 per
Isfactory flushing no pain, no nau cent per (annum from August 10th,
sea.
Keeps your system cleansed, 1914 on $1500 to date of sale, judgsweet and wholesome. Ask for Cit ment, together with the further costs
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross of this advertisement
and sale, and
Drug Store. Adv.
described premises and
following
property or such part or parts of said
premises and1 property as may be neHOW ABOUT THE PUBLICITY? cessary to pay the amount aforesaid
with interest, costs, attorneys fees
and expenses of sale,
in San
Miguel county, New Mexico.
That certain lot or parcel of land,
situated in the town of Las Vegas,
New Mexico, and being on the south
side of the Public Plaza or square In
i
said town of Las Vegas, and measur
ing 46 feet and 10 Inches more or less,
frcnt and running back 95 feet in
depth, more or less and bounded on
east side by the property of Charles
I.feld, on the west side by property
formerly of Geoffrlon and Desmarals.
on the north with the
public plaza or
square and on the south by the public
street known as Moreno street.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept 7. 1914.
H. S. VAN PETTTCN
Rnoinl KT.r(..
She (absently) Well, the more the
merrier.
WANTED Clean cotton
He Not when there are three can
rags at
Optic office.
didates for one office.
fche Not for the candidates. any

O III life
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MASTERS

15he

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

GOO on

Foot offtimht

RETAIL PRICES
pounds or More, each dlivery
pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,060 pounds, each delivery
60 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
2,000

20o
25c
30c
40c

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

per
per
per
per
...50c per

1,000

100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

to-wi-

PHONE MAIN 2
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23, 1914.
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Read Ttie Optic Want Ads.

iw

i

FIND WHAT

ad;

YOU WANT

AND
SELL

WHAT YOU

MM

WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer tbe ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) boobs, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
'

WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.

SATIC

f

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

23, 1914.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the followingfMagazines
.

For Twelve Tlonths:

i

1
cCLURE'S

MAGAZINE

THE WOMER'S HOME COMPANION

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMA
f I

at once, you can begin with the
the Magazine of your choice without being

By placing your subscription

January issue of
bothered by any possible delay
CALL

IT

THE

OFFICE

ID

LEAVE

The Daily Optic for one year
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SUBSCfilPTiO

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

$7.00

The Daily Optic and one
nagazine for one year
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
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ARE INSTALLED
Y. M. C. A. MAKES NUMEROUS IM
PROVEMENTS FOR BETTERMENT OF ITS PLANT

' Tbe best place la the

city now "to
get a good toatlv and a plunge in a
swimming pool it at the Y. M. C. A.

The association has just completed
some repair In the physical department which will greatly add to its
When the students came iu yesterday afternoon they found that they
could not get a shower bath, but when
they learned that three up to date
sanitary shoulder showers were being
installed on the end of the cement
swimming pool, smiles spread from
ear to ear.
Whether or not a man wants or
realizes the need of exercise in the

mesa

Isle of Pines

1

Y.

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge St

:

Saturday's j

TONIGHT
First Show Starts at 7.15

"The Boss of the Eighth"...
Broncho
Two-ree- l
Feature
"Our Mutual Gir" No. 38"
Reliance

Market

WEDNESDAY

WINTER
I

LOCAL

NEWS

Regular dance at F.
day night Adv.

B.

muwt nmn
i!wsrai b n h

box.

The last of the season.

Hall Wednes

GREEN TOMATOES
QUINCES

STRAWBERRIES

J. II.

YORK

Grocer and Baker

The public school musical entertainment November 4 will be worth while,
Adv.

Grapes
Grapes

-

APPLES
$1.25 per

lb Frances Pint Jars

Stearns9 STORE

23, 1914.

11. C. A. TO HAVE

"TREASURE

HUNT"

IN THE NOVEL EVENT
GET MEMBERSHIP CARDS
FOR ONE YEAR

WINNERS

The Y. M. C. A will give the boys
something new Saturday afternoon,
which is known as a "treasure hunt."
All the boys of the grade school age,
who are not now members of the Y.
M. C. A., or whose memberships are
not now subject to renewal, may enter this contest.
The idea will be to give away two
mebmershlps in the Y. M. a A. Two
envelopes, each containing an order
for a membership, will be hidden in
different parts of the city, and when
the bell rings all the boys may be
sent out to find them, each having
been given careful directions which
will lead them to the spot where the
envelope Is despositedi.
All the boys are requested to meet
at the Y. M. C. A. building, in the
newly fitted up rooms, where they will
all register for the "hunt," and at 3
o'clock the hunt will begin. The two
most lucky boys will come in a membership in the Y. M. C. A. ahead.
There will undoubtedly be a great
crowd of boys interested. The Y. M.
C. A. will
give all the' boys a free
swim after the hunt is over and all
"
the boys have returned.

NEW YORK CONCORD
GRAPES

Old Tayior Whiskey and Sherwood
London, Oct. "S. Prince Maurice of
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Rye
a nephew of King
Battenburgh,
Gecrge and a son of Princess Henry
Reservations for public school mu
of Battenburgh, has been killed on the
sical,
Murphey's Thursday. Adv.
battlefield, in France. He was an of
Rifle
corps.
ficer of the King's Royal
Cutler Brothers, insurance. Northwest corner of Plaza Adv.

sr n r" pi

i

NICE SWEET POTATOES
5c per lb, 6 lbs. for 25c

For winter use.

PRINCE IS SHOT

Comishon
Tokay--

I"

gynaaium, every man feels mighty
good after a good hot and cold shower and a plunge in the pool. It takes
a man 'way back to his boyhood days
when you talk about the "ol1 swimmin'
hole." If you can't swim the Y. M
C. A. will teach you.
The Y. M. C. A. is das'rous of building up a large class of young men during this winter. A month ot regular
exercises iu the gymanBium will convince any young fellow of its worth,
and the association has an impression
that the keen, observing business man
will recognize an increased value in
the work of the Y. M. C. A. man.
The association secretaries covei
the opportunity to talk over the advantages of the buillin j with any
young fellow.

fiEV SHOWER BATHS

WEDNESDAY,' OCTOBER

The weather report for yesterday,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
as
given out by the volunteer obserin wood. Direct from the distillery to
vation station at the New Mexico
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Normal University was: Maximum,
64 degrees; minimum, 30 degrees.
A marriage license was issued
yesterday by the county clerk to
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Sanchez,; aged 22. of Las Tusas,
ana Juan Valdez, aged 22 years, a res Christian Church will meet tomorrow
at 2:30 o'clock at the home of .Mrs.
ident of Sapello.
SCHOOL CHILDREN ARE
Morrow on Jackson avenue,
The
Ladies
of
St.
PauUfIem'p-l-ial
;f
guild
"'The 'Young Men's Republican club
church, which met yesterday afGOOD PROGRESS
'
ternoon with Mrs. Laughlin, voted to will hold a meeting this .evening lu
send $10 for the'little sufferers in Eu its quarters on Bridge street. An excellent prograni has been provided CONCERT. ON NOVEMBER 4 WILL
rope on the Christmas ship.
and a special invitation is extendeii
BE SOMETHING ENTIRE.
LY. UNIQUE
Train No. 10 arrived --inLas Vegas to the young men of the East side
two hours and five mingles late to- to be present. Though the West side
05
The training of the school children
day, the delay having been due, ac- young men organized the club it is
cording to the report, to storms on not an exclusively "old town" affair, for the concert at the uuncan opera
and the young men of the entire com house on the evening of November 4
the Pacific coast division.
munity will be welcomed at its
by Mrs. .Charles L. Kohn is progress
A broken flange on the wheel of a
ing rapidly, but when it is considered
that fully 200 are to participate in the
freight car caused a temporary delay
to traffic this morning near Chapelle,
aCair
the gigantic task the directress
AUTO STAGE
20 miles from here cn the Santa Fe.
Automobile stage line to Mora tri has assumed single handed is easily
railway line when the car went off weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat understood. The eoncert is to be
the track. The wrecit occurred to an urday,
leaving Murphey's corner 8 a. given to raise fundjyto take the High
school glee club t& Albuquerque for
m.. arriviner Mora
freight.
a
the
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
meeting of the state teachers' asThe Women's club met this
ass
m Fare for round trip, $5; one way, sociation, the club bein
in the chambers of the Commer $3. Round
tickets good for one a choice place on the program.
trip
cial club, and considered how it could week. H. R.
All of the grades, from the fourth
Hubbard, Prop.
best help in raising funds for the
through the High school, are to take
Christmas ship. The point of anDeal
part in the production. Rehearsals
that has spoken most strongly to the THIS MUST HAVE BEEfi are held almost daily,. and it is under
ladies is the fact that one penny will
stood that every part of the Droeram
will be letter perfect in the rendition.
buy a bun for some little child in EuTHE "BIGHT" FAMILY
rope, who possibly has been made
fatherless and certainly destitute by
the war. Many of the organizations
PHAISES
in the citv have ta.ken un thin treat MAN RIGHT, WOMAN RIGHT; AND
TWO RIGHTS CAN'T MAKE
work of mercy, and it is likely that
coon there will be effected a tuiion of
PROGRAM
A WRONG
all the societies and clubs. The
churches, through the Sunday schools,
SAYS HIS PRESENCE IS NEEDED
and the clubs through the school chil
Last night train No. 9 brought to
IN WASHINGTON
TO HELP
dren, and all the various bodies and Las Vegas, besides Mr. Fergusson and
CARRY IT OUT
eroups of workers are determined to Mr. Hobson and a few other passendo all that can be done in this city gers, a couple who came so near to
Congressman Harvey B. Fergusson,
to ameliorate the needs of the inno- a family outbreak on the station plat-foiwht addressed an audience at ttJ
cent sufferers abroad.
that for one brief, stormy mln- - Duncan opera house
last night in the
uto it looked like the police for them. interest of his
Aertor
NO SERVICE TONIGHT
As the train slowed down for the that he should
have the sunoort of tho
There were four professions at last! station the man jumped off and broke voters
because he will help to carry
night's service at the Baptist church, for the dining room. At the steps he
me vvtison program. Mr. Fersnis.
and others were stirred. Evangelist stopped and looked behind,
evidently son did not talk much about his record
Crimm brought another earnest me. thinking the woman was
right there. In congress, saying the "hour had
J.." wujtH tvr Lilt? evening But Bhe wasn't. He mounted the con grown late and
he hated to detain
was "The Uplifted Christ the Onlyjing and waved
frantically. He called, the audience longer." He
declared,
Remedy for Sin." Near the close of and beckoned and danced like a ban
however, that he had voted always in
his sermon a he described the death tam rooster on a fence.
accordance with the wishes of Presiof the Savior on the cross in words
And he was right. You could see it dent
that made one see the dying Savior, by the way he acted. She ought to the Wilson, The congressman snent
greater art of the time consumed
women all over the congregation were, have iumned when, he did. Hnw
by his address in praising the adminAfter painting this picture were they to get seats in the
weeping.
dining istration's tariff, Mexican and
n
In such real words the evangelist room? Of course
he was right He
He
policy.
roasted
rethe
said: "Who will come to this Saclor waa one of the kind that
always is.
publican party in this state and in the
who has done so much for you" There
By and by she came. And she was nation in true democratic
style, and
will be no services tonight, as the
right, too. She said so. "What cha demonstrated that he is as much a
evangelist in charge will be awafrom think I am a flying machine?" she
standpat democrat as he pictured the
town. Services tomorrow
evening at 'demanded. "The next time you do a standpat republicans.
7:30 o'clock and on through the week,
thing like that I'm going home, be- Mr. Fergusson declared the laws
lleve me."
paseed under the WilsQn regime have
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
j
All the way up the steps of the ho-- , "restored the
government to the comThe public Is hereby notified that tel and along the veranda
they hand-th- e mon people and have averted disaster."
firm, of Frldenstein & McNeece ed each other a ouick fusillade of re-in the same address he declared
has dissolved. Mr. L. N. McNeace partes; but It was still apparent, when
that "the laws passed at the wish of
will collect and pay all bills. Any
they came from their meal that both President Wilson have not hart a fair
further business conducted under the were right, and knew it.
chance to show what thev can accom.
name of the Variety Shop will he
fplifch, and you people should not he so
done by L. N. McNeace, proprietor.
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
foolish as to send to
Washington a
J. D. FRIDENSTEIN,
Carriage out Saturday morning.
L. N. McNEACE.
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.

congressman unsympathetic with the
president."
Before Mr. Fergusson spoke, Elmer
E. Veeder of the democratic county
central committee made a few remarks in which he lauded the democratic candidates for the legislature
from this district and called attention
to what he believed to be undesirable
qualities in the republican candidates.
Before the meeting began a hand
paraded the streets In an effort to
swell the crowd. An orchestra furnished music before the speeches.

FBESH CULOKADO

RANCH EGGS

Strictly Fresh Kansas Eggs
'

SHE

VI&.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.

v

ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U.

SFederal

Remember our J
I
REMODELING SALE

and a lot of other latest hits have Just
been received by us.
Come In and try some of them on
our Baldwin Piano.

& UNDERTAKING

511 Sixth St.

CO.

Phone Main 114

ho ffiadcrn Woman
knows there is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuowa the best
is the cheapest That is
why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

-

for

Pure
,

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Allfie Home Of Tbe Best

Of

Everyig Eatable

Kosher Sausage Fresh
Every Week.

H
j

STOVE REPAIRS

We are making two freight shipments a week of stove castings. We'
are prepared to furnish repairs for any stove,
furnace, hot water or
miner inane, prompt Service.
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LIBERAL DISCOUNTS
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HEATING STOVES 1

You can
Save Money Here
J.

THE FAMOUS
HOWARD HEATER

C.

Johnsea

I

son

WINDOW GLASS

&

ilAiVAHu

CO.

STORE

I
f
I

PHONE

MAIN

Lidwig Wm. lifeld,

Everything

in

Hardware and Furniture.

;

Next to Brlrlge.

Las YYjJis Sfcara
Laundry

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

4

tf'tf

TOO RAD!

You

didn't get

your FORD out
of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be

this time.

CIIAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for Tho Ford

WE CAN PLEASE YCU

j

ALL WEEK CONE AT OUR SEC?

3

Garments.

379

Non-Ski- n

EARLY

or Dye
your old

"

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

Clean

We furnish all sizes of window glass, price and service
guaranteed.

11

.'(.:

WILSON

PAGE FURNITURE

liiSMr

--

FEWSON

i'

15he

Meserve Bank

--

the: cash grocer

ii

ARE HURT

A

(MM

STRICTLY

EIGHTEEN

Huntington, Oct. 28. Eighteen persons were injured, five of them seriously, when three Pullmans and a
day coach of Chesapeake and Ohio
Washington-Chicagfast train No. 1
wa3 derailed at 7 o'clock ten miles
east of Huntington. Two Pullmans
turned completely over, rolling down
a high embankment.
The injured brought here Include A.
A. Kress and G. R. Turner, United
States navy, en route from the naval
hospital at Portsmouth, to Colorado.

j
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